EDITORIAL

A Happy Christmas and New Year Season to you all. This edition of the newsletter seems to involve rather more translation from medieval French and Latin than usual, our investigations being more historical than scientific for a change. I am indebted to Hugh Duncan for his interesting exploration into the possibility of Joan of Arc having seen the Shroud, enlivened as it is by personal experience, and grateful to Barbara Benton for her account of her experience at the Jalsa Salana. It would be lovely to receive more accounts of personal encounters with Shroud related objects, places and events. Submissions (or even ‘Letters to the Editor’) are always gratefully received - feel free to email me at hughfarey@hotmail.com.

Hugh Farey

EVENTS (1)

‘Vide e Credette.’
La Sindone, Scienza, Fede e Annuncio del Mistero Pasquale
Rome, 13-14 December 2016

“He saw, and he believed.” This small conference took place in Rome a few weeks ago, organised by the Institute Fides et Ratio of the Pontifical Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum. It was mostly catechetical in nature, and almost entirely in Italian, although with contributions from Barrie Schwortz and Petrus Soons. Some of its proceedings can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjj2cBU9Qg

‘Seeking Solutions to the Mysteries of the Shroud’

Robert Rucker is inviting submissions for this international conference next year, which will also cover the Sudarium of Oviedo. Full details are at www.shroudconference2017.com.